Abstract. This article discusses the tools that Ada offers to deal with dynamic memory problems. The article shows how the storage pools mechanism of Ada 95 can be extended to enpower developers when tracking memory leaks and memory corruption in their code. This Ada extension rests on the notion of "checked pools", i.e. storage pools with an additional Dereference operation. The paper describes how a particular instance of the checked pool, called the "debug pool", is implemented in the GNAT technology. Performance measurements for the use of debug pools are provided in the context of the Air Traffic Flow Management application at Eurocontrol.
Introduction

About Garbage Collection
Any system confronted with the possibility of memory leaks and memory corruption has to consider why garbage collection (GC) cannot be used as a solution to its potential dynamic memory problems. While it is true that, when practical, GC removes incorrect deallocations and dangling pointer problems, it is not a systematic panacea. For one thing, GC cannot deal completely with the problem of memory leaks. Consider, for instance, the following Java code:
If global is a static class field that is never set to null or updated with another reference, the memory allocated in new Huge (...) cannot be freed until the class in which global is declared is finalized, even though the data allocated in new Huge (...) may never be accessed.
Another potential and more serious problem with GC exists for systems requiring a guaranteed (predictable) response time. We will come back to the issue of GC in the conclusion.
Dynamic Memory Allocation and Ada Safety Nets
Ada provides a number of safety nets to help programmers catch some common dynamic memory handling mistakes. All pointers are, for instance, set to null upon creation or deallocation and an exception is raised if a program tries to dereference a null pointer. Furthermore, the accessibility rules of access types of Ada 95 are designed to prevent dangling references when the scope of the pointee is inside that of the access type. These rules help to ensure that the most obvious cases of memory corruption are avoided.
When it comes to memory deallocation, Ada makes it possible to allocate on the stack (and hence automatically deallocate) all objects created through an access type local to a subprogram. In GNAT, for instance, the storage allocated for type String Access in the following code excerpt, will be allocated on P's stack and automatically freed upon P's return.
procedure P is
type String_Access is access all String; for String_Access'Storage_Size use 100_000; A : String_Access := new String (1 .. 1_000); begin ... end P;
User-Defined Storage Managment in Ada 95
Ada 95 gives the programmer complete freedom for the allocation/deallocation algorithms to use for a given access type through the mechanism of storage pools [1] . A storage pool is an abstract limited controlled type with 3 additional abstract operations: Allocate, Deallocate, and Storage Size. In a concrete storage pool type SP Type, the programmer must define the bahavior of Allocate, Deallocate, Storage Size, and possibly Initialize and Finalize. Ada implementations are free to provide specialized storage pools in addition to the standard (default) one. GNAT, for instance, provides 2 specialized pools: -System.Pool Size.Stack Bounded Pool, a stack-bounded pool where dynamic memory allocation is done on the stack and memory is globally reclaimed by normal stack management. GNAT uses this pool for access types with a Storage Size representation clause as shown in the example of the previous section.
